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About This Brief
Foundation for Inclusion (FFI)

Research Briefs are intended
to summarize recent and ongoing scientific research that is
likely to be of interest to people working to make the world
better. This first issue summarizes the foundational research
FFI was built around, focusing
on the conceptual innovations
that inspired its collectivestrategy framework: the dualsystem problem, the six levels
of problem-solving capability,
the whole–parts–gaps framework, and the seven-questions
method. Together these innovations shift the focus from
solving problems to fixing
problem-solving systems and
make it possible to discover
the most strategic path to
large-scale change.

Collective Strategy: A Framework for
Solving Large-Scale Social Problems
By Robert D. Lamb, PhD
bob@foundationforinclusion.org
What does it take to solve really hard problems?
Chronic poverty, cycles of violence, racial and ethnic
mistrust, global traﬃcking, tensions over migration,
environmental damage—many of today’s biggest
challenges seem immune to even the most heroic efforts to resolve them. In divided societies, progress has
proven to be reversible, even when hundreds of organizations, thousands of people, and millions of dollars
are dedicated to permanent solutions.
Are problems becoming harder, or is our ability to
work together to solve them becoming weaker?
I’ve spent most of my career thinking about how soci-
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eties change—especially how they fall apart or come
together—and how some people manage to inﬂuence
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that change while others fail. This policy brief summarizes my most recent research (some of which is
ongoing) and describes methods I have developed to
determine what it would take to achieve large-scale
change on any topic—what would need to change (by
how much), who can change them (by how much), and
what’s missing. It’s a good framework for judging the
chances of success—or improving the odds.
The Foundation for Inclusion (FFI) is applying these
methods today while continuing research that will
make them even more powerful in the future.
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Problem-Solving Systems

solvers show up to take on diﬀerent

Everyone and everything that aﬀects a
particular problem is called a system,

The more problem solvers there are in
an ecosystem, the more complex their

ecosystem, or social-change ecosystem (the

interactions might become. And the

“development system” for poverty reduc-

overall problem will get even more com-

tion, the “freedom ecosystem” for human

plex and therefore less likely to be solved.

“solvable pieces” of the larger problem.

traﬃcking, etc.). Anyone making a problem worse is part of that ecosystem. So is

Happily, more and more problem solvers
—governments, foundations, charities,

everyone who actively works to make

contractors, development agencies, vol-

things better—but they don’t always

unteers, investors, etc.—now recognize

think of themselves that way. Many think

that uncoordinated eﬀorts against com-

of themselves as visitors ﬁxing the problem, the way a plumber ﬁxes your faucet

plex problems are counterproductive.
Some, therefore, form multistakeholder

but doesn’t move in with you.

partnerships and organize for collective

That’s not a bad way to think about sim-

impact. That can keep added complexity

ple problems (a family living on the

to a minimum.

street is cold, so you give them a blanket).
But more multidimensional problems

But this comes with its own set of challenges, not the least of which is the diver-

tend to get divided into smaller problems

sity of organizational cultures, processes,

that can be dealt with separately (home-

data practices, and relationships that can

lessness as such is addressed piecemeal—a

complicate their collective ability to

shelter, a clinic, a thrift store, legal services, housing advocacy, etc.). Yet solving

make and implement good decisions.

the pieces doesn’t usually solve the prob-

In research I did two years ago, I called

lem—and sometimes makes it worse.

this the “dual-system problem.” The
kinds of issues we’re talking about here—

Why can’t a complex problem be solved

conﬂict, racism, traﬃcking—are complex,

just by dividing it up into solvable pieces?
Because those “solvable pieces” tend to

in the technical sense of being produced
by complex systems. But the organiza-

interact with each other in complex ways,

tions that solve these problems are usual-

creating vicious cycles, domino eﬀects,

ly embedded in their own, separate

causal delays, and other strange behav-

ecosystems as well—systems designed to

iors. That makes it hard to predict how a
change in one part of the ecosystem will

make and implement decisions about
how to solve a wide variety of problems.

aﬀect any other part (rent control makes

And many of these problem-solving

housing more aﬀordable, but homeless-

ecosystems, it turns out, are also complex

ness gets worse). Then, into this already

systems and therefore equally diﬃcult to

complex ecosystem, all the problem

navigate.
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I ﬁrst observed the dual-system problem

Problem-solving systems can be as sim-

in my work on countries experiencing

ple as a committee or as complicated as

complex conﬂicts. Researchers had repeatedly identiﬁed a set of best practices

artiﬁcial intelligence. A policy system is a
problem-solving system designed to

for providing aid in such environments.

solve collective action problems. A com-

Yet international donors had repeatedly

puter solves mathematical and logical

failed to institutionalize those practices,

problems. A business solves problems for

and their record of success was dismal.
The international aid delivery system

its customers, as a charity might for its
community. Organ systems in mammals

had so many diﬀerent players, interests,

solve problems like removing toxins.

cultures, procedures, frameworks, regu-

These all might operate at diﬀerent scales

lations, and data practices that nobody—

and in dramatically diﬀerent domains.

from decisionmakers at the top to implementers in the ﬁeld—had any idea

But they all are problem-solving systems.

what their own systems were actually ca-

What can people who want to make the

pable of delivering.

world better learn from comparing these
systems with each other?

That means any solution that might be
proposed for a particular problem has to
ﬁght its way through not one but two

To answer this, I developed a framework

complex systems: ﬁrst, the problem-solving

describing six levels of problem-solving
capability, each level corresponding to

system, where it’s not guaranteed the solu-

the sophistication of the system, along

tion will be implemented as decided, and

with examples of problems, solutions,

second, the problem system, where it’s not
certain how the implemented solution

and tools relevant to each level:
• Level 1 (linear)—static electricity,
communication, theft, force, algebra

will actually aﬀect the outcome.
The dual-system problem teaches us

• Level 2 (dynamic)—temperature con-

something that should be obvious but is

trol, analog circuits, species diversity,

less trivial an observation than it seems:
large-scale social problems will not get

blackmail, nonlinear algebra

solved if the problem-solving system is

• Level 3 (complex)—digital circuits, industrial robots, rigid bureaucracies,

not up to the task. Our focus therefore
needs to shift from solving problems to

most coalitions, weather, algorithms

ﬁxing problem-solving systems.

• Level 4 (adaptive)—autonomous

Problem-Solving Capabilities

robots, bee colonies, human social
units, agile startups, children, heuristics

But why are some problem-solving sys-

• Level 5 (intelligent)—human individu-

tems up to the task of solving hard prob-

als, artiﬁcial intelligence, metaheuristics

lems while others are not?
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pability to solve the large-scale problem
everyone was aiming for in the ﬁrst place.

There’s more than meets the eye in this
framework. What it shows is not that
some problems are harder to solve than

This is why civil wars are becoming more
persistent, responsible climate policies

others but rather that some problems are

have been so diﬃcult to enact, cycles of

fundamentally unsolvable by lower-level

poverty and hate persist for generations,

problem-solving systems. A complex

and equal opportunity remains a distant

problem (Level 3) simply cannot be
solved using linear thinking (Level 1).

dream for many: According to my own
research, humanity’s problem-solving
systems are fundamentally incapable of

It also adds an important complication to

solving these problems.

dual-system problems. It’s hard enough

It took me a year to ﬁnd the loophole.

when the problem system and the problem-solving system are at the same level.
This research shows that the dual-system
problem is fundamentally insurmountable

Upgrading Problem-Solving Systems

for higher-level problems. The in-

This is solvable.

ternational aid system is at best a low

If everyone builds auto parts but there’s

Level 4 (adaptive) system (and often a
Level 3). No wonder, then, that it has so

no factory, there won’t be any cars. You
can’t launch and land a rocket if you
don’t know how the navigation, propul-

few successes in conﬂict environments,
most of which today likely require Level

sion, and other subsystems ﬁt together. A

5 (intelligent) solutions.

global communication network is more

Even worse, when more problem solvers
take on diﬀerent aspects of a problem

than a bunch of interconnected devices.
Each component and subsystem in complex engineered systems like these is de-

without coordinating, they increase the
complexity of the problem-solving sys-

signed and built by a team that is struc-

tem and thereby decrease their collective

tured to have the capability level needed

problem-solving capacity. The harder we
try, the worse we make things!

to solve the problem at hand—much like

We seem, then, to have a paradox. Large-

fact-checkers are not taking on the problem of eradicating racism, only the sub-

scale social problems are so diﬃcult to

problem of correcting racially biased in-

solve that we need to break them down

formation. Others are working on the

into smaller, more solvable pieces. But
due to the nature of complex problems,

other subsystems—lobbying for justice

solving those individual pieces will prob-

reforms, or countering media stereotypes
(or upgrading the car battery, or re-

ably never lead to collective success and

designing the brake system). But even if

might well undermine the collective ca-

they all are individually eﬀective, they
!4
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won’t be collectively successful without

heuristic, or rule of thumb, it can follow

one more thing. In systems engineering,

when something unexpected happens.

the person who makes all the components and subsystems work together as a

• An intelligent machine (Level 5) has a
lot of memory to track successes and

unit is called a systems integrator.

failures so it can learn the best way to

There is no systems integrator for social

adapt over time, and it can use a meta-

change. So I decided to build one.

heuristic, or the ability to discover its
own heuristics, to ﬁgure out how to
solve new problems in the future.

Individual humans are Level 6 (conscious) systems. The most sophisticated
machines are Level 5 (intelligent) sys-

At each step, the machine becomes more

tems, nearing human levels of intelli-

capable, not just by acquiring more use-

gence. But human collectives (organiza-

ful things—circuitry, memory, data, code

tions, coalitions, communities, societies)
aren’t as sophisticated problem solvers as

—but by making those things more accessible to more system components that

human individuals (or intelligent ma-

might need it. There’s more to it than

chines), because the humans making

that, obviously. But this can help us start

them up are capable of disagreeing with

imagining what our human problem-

each other, whereas organ systems and
machine components tend to interoper-

solving systems might look like if we
could upgrade our collective eﬀorts to

ate as integrated wholes. Collectives,

Level 4 and someday to Level 5:

therefore, are at best Level 4 (adaptive)

• A Level 4 (adaptive) coalition would

systems—and much more commonly act

have shared goals that every organiza-

like Level 3 (complex) systems.

tion and individual in the coalition
knows and agrees with, and the entire

Humanity needs an upgrade!

coalition would be able to move toward

Within the capability framework are

those goals moment by moment, over-

clues to how problem-solving systems

coming challenges as they arise based

can be upgraded. What does it take to

on a common and precise understanding of the current state of aﬀairs and

build a machine that is adaptive (Level 4)
rather than merely complex (Level 3)?

some reasonable collective-decision

What about intelligent (Level 5)?

heuristic (policies, procedures, com-

• A complex circuit (Level 3) needs some

mon sense, shared narratives, etc.) that

memory and an algorithm—detailed in-

everyone has equal access to.

structions to follow to achieve its goal.

• A Level 5 (intelligent) coalition would

• An autonomous robot (Level 4) needs

do all that plus consistently learn from

memory to keep track of progress

mistakes, from history, and from all

toward its goal and has access to a

available data sources; stick with long!5
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term plans in the face of short-term

A conceptual insight, common among

challenges; and make shared sacriﬁces

systems thinkers and design thinkers,

for the sake of the long-term collective
good. Everyone would not only have

connected that conviction to what eventually became a practical method for

knowledge of the shared goal but also

making it happen: the diﬀerence between

understand the capabilities, needs, and

emergent systems and designed systems.

desires of everyone else in the system.

All systems have a structure—the particu-

And they would be able to make collective decisions about what to do right

lar way their components and subsystems
ﬁt together—but in some the structure is

now based on optimal results for all.

hidden:

We are still a ways oﬀ from having the

• In designed systems—like factories or

technology—and the trust in technolo-

rockets—you start with the outcome

gy—that we’ll need to turn human collectives into intelligent (much less con-

you want to achieve and work backwards toward the structure needed to

scious) problem-solving systems. But we

produce it. The structure is explicit.

can use existing tools—and we can build

• In emergent systems—like weather or

the platforms—to start making immedi-

ant colonies—there is no designer: the

ate progress with those coalitions and organizations that are ready for an upgrade

outcome emerges organically as the
diﬀerent parts encounter each other

to the high end of Level 4 (adaptive).

and react in whatever way is in their nature. The structure is implicit—unwritten and sometimes mysterious.

Finding Hidden Structures

No engineer would design a society to
produce civil wars. But because it is in

I started FFI a year and a half ago while
some of this research was ongoing. But

the nature of humans to self-identify

preliminary results gave me conﬁdence

with some people and not others, inter-

that an upgrade was possible: methods

actions between diﬀerent groups often

existed to synthesize knowledge and ex-

end up settling into patterns that produce
willful misunderstanding and dehuman-

perience about social problems into
strategies to address them; techniques

ization. Mass violence emerges from

existed to map out who has inﬂuence in

those accidental structures. That’s why

society; and tools existed to scale up in-

civil wars are so hard to resolve: the

ﬂuence. I was convinced those methods,

structure producing it is implicit. How
can you inﬂuence a social system whose

techniques, and tools could be combined
into new processes and platforms that

structure is hidden? A Level 3 organiza-

could help problem solvers become col-

tion will only ever see the Level 3 struc-

lectively more eﬀective. So I started an

tures within a Level 4 problem—never

organization to put it into practice.

the full Level 4 structure.
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2. A way to discover how the parts of the

Social and political systems often look

system work together to produce the

like they are designed: we have laws, constitutions, and institutions that formally

problem (or the solution).
3. A way to ﬁll the gaps between how the

structure our social relationships. But

system currently functions (producing

problem solvers often forget that the un-

problematic outcomes) and how the

derlying social relationships are still

system would ideally function to pro-

messy and emergent; certainly they are
inﬂuenced by the formal structures, but

duce more desirable outcomes.

people interact with each other in ways

This whole-parts-gaps framework became

that are driven by values, facts, emotions,

the basis for how I structured FFI. The

narratives, and norms that emerge or-

Collective Strategy division is the sys-

ganically as well. All human collectives
are hybrid systems with both formal (de-

tems integrator, focused on ﬁguring out

signed) and informal (emergent) struc-

how to ﬁx whole problem-solving systems, while the “parts” and “gaps” divi-

tures. Focusing on policy change and not

sions—Impact Accounting and the Inclu-

broader structural change almost guaran-

sion Incubator—help to reﬁne, imple-

tees that progress against large-scale social problems will eventually be reversed.

ment, and monitor the progress of col-

What this conceptual insight tells us is

To make progress in the real world, it

that if you want to solve a big problem

remains only to turn this framework into

involving human beings, you need a way

a method for building feasible collective

to discover the real underlying structure
of the system producing that problem.

strategies.

lective strategies.

Seven Questions to Collective Strategy

And you need to ﬁnd a way to redesign
the problematic emergent structures.

To make such a method useful, it needs

This isn’t social engineering. This is more

to have certain features. As the whole-

like reverse engineering—studying a social system to discover its implicit struc-

parts-gaps framework shows, the method

ture so we can understand how it keeps

must be capable of producing digestible
information about the whole system;

producing these problematic outcomes.

useful details about every part of it
(everyone and everything that signiﬁcant-

From there it’s natural to imagine a

ly aﬀects the problem); and some way of

framework for an actionable strategy to
solve the problem. We would need:

identifying the gap between the problematic structure of the system as it is to-

1. A way to see the whole system at once,

day and the ideal structure of the system

including everyone and everything af-

as it would be if it were producing the de-

fecting the problem (or the solution).

sired outcome.
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Because the problems we’re talking about

But a collective-impact approach still

aﬀect millions or even billions of people,

isn’t enough to solve really contentious

there is a pressing need to make progress
on them as soon as possible—which

problems, because by nature it is focused
only on ﬁxing one problem-solving

means the method needs to use existing

structure within the broader social-

tools and techniques combined in novel

change ecosystem. Participants might be

ways. It’s ﬁne if the method is imple-

guided by a broader theory of change—

mented through a labor-intensive managed service in the short term (that’s what

statements linking their work to the outcomes they want to achieve—but most

FFI is for). But ideally it will also be

theories of change tend to reﬂect linear

amenable to automation so that, over

thinking (Level 1), and even Level 2

time, it can be turned into a self-service

thinking isn’t remotely good enough.

platform (which we plan to develop) so in
the future people can upgrade their
problem-solving capabilities themselves.

Theories of change—sometimes called
theories of success, or simply strategies—

Existing collective-impact frameworks

cent recognition that systems thinking

are useful starting points. Two dozen

has received (as being more useful than

nonproﬁts and government agencies
working separately to free enslaved peo-

linear thinking) is well deserved. Systems
mapping makes it possible to explore

ple from traﬃcking networks will collec-

how all the factors that signiﬁcantly aﬀect

tively produce some set of outcomes. But

a problem are interrelated. And system

it will be hard to say exactly what those

dynamics methods can produce mathe-

outcomes will be or if they will, on the
whole, be positive or sustainable. By

matical models of those interrelated factors, useful for running simulations to

working separately, these changemakers

test out strategies. Both are excellent

inadvertently increase the complexity of

tools for mapping out full ecosystems.

can be much more sophisticated. The re-

the problem-solving structures within
But system models tend to focus on fac-

traﬃcking ecosystems—and therefore the
likelihood their collective outcomes will
be emergent rather than designed. But by

tors—processes, variables, constants,
stocks, ﬂows, etc.—rather than on actors.

coordinating their work against a com-

For a strategy to be actionable, we need

mon set of measurable goals—their de-

to know who is inﬂuencing the problem

sired collective impact—multistakeholder partnerships, well-managed coalitions,

(for better or worse). Inﬂuence mapping

and other collective-impact groups can

focuses more on actors than factors.
Network analysis and agent-based mod-

reduce their collective contribution to

eling do the same but, like system dy-

complexity and increase their ability to

namics, can also show mathematically

predict and inﬂuence the outcomes of
their collective eﬀorts.

how interactions between parts of a system can produce system-level outcomes.
!8
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All of these methods are designed to ana-

knowledge needed to build collective

lyze Level 3 (complex) problems, but

strategies for high-end Level 4 or low-

their best implementations can put them
at Level 4 (adaptive), and some, like adap-

end Level 5 problems. If the most inﬂuential actors in a problem-solving system

tive agent modeling, are designed speciﬁ-

can co-produce that knowledge, orient

cally for Level 4 problems.

their operations around it, regularly update it, and have it fully accessible in real

It would be useful to have a method de-

time, this method has the potential to
produce the kind of the adaptive (Level

signed speciﬁcally to emphasize factors
and actors at the same time, to produce

4) coalitions we’re aiming for (see p. 5).

something like a system dynamics model

(Intelligent coalitions will need to wait for

in which each factor is somehow linked

more capable and binding collective-de-

to data about who has inﬂuence over that

cision systems.)

factor. There have been workarounds to
accomplish this in the past. But a recent

Each question has one or more speciﬁc

innovation simpliﬁes the task. Entity-

methods that can be used to answer it to-

based system dynamics is a very new

day (with more powerful methods re-

method—capable software has been

placing them in the future). Simpliﬁed,

available for less than a year—but it combines features of both dynamic and agent

the questions (and illustrative methods)
are:

modeling. Out of the box it is capable of

• Q1 (goal)—What are you trying to achieve?

solving problems at the high end of Level

participatory goal-setting

4 (adaptive); in the hands of brilliant
modelers it might breach Level 5 (intelligent) within a few years. And if it can be

• Q2 (indicators)—How will we know it’s
been achieved? collective impact

combined with machine learning tech-

• Q3 (barriers)—What are the main

niques to automate module- and model-

barriers? group model building

building, it has the potential to become a

• Q4 (factors)—What factors aﬀect those

solid Level 5 method.

barriers? systems mapping

Drawing on these approaches—and in-

• Q5 (model)—How are all the factors and
barriers related? system dynamics

spired by methods for agile system dynamics, business intelligence, data science, program evaluation, strategy dy-

• Q6 (strategy)—What are the clearest paths

namics, systems integration, and other
resources—I developed a method that

to success? strategy dynamics
• Q7 (inﬂuencers)—Whose work aﬀects

incorporates these requirements in a

which factors? inﬂuence mapping

novel way.
The method is structured around seven

The goal of the 7Q method is not simply

questions (7Q) designed to produce the

to produce research but to produce an
!9
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actionable collective strategy and prob-

experiments to estimate key thresholds

lem-solving platform that can act as a

and multipliers (“bots have no eﬀect

systems integrator.

until they reach a critical mass of 10%
population”) and collect data on the

There are two crucial points about this

players (Q7) that are most inﬂuential

method that are not captured in the sim-

(e.g., bot farms, empathy trolls). Agile

pliﬁed version of the questions:

modeling techniques are useful here.

• It must be participatory. Collective strate-

Participation and iteration are especially
important once answers to the questions

gies have to be built collectively. The
expertise of scholars and the experi-

have been transferred to the “systems in-

ence of practitioners are needed to

tegrator” knowledge platform.

build complete and valid models. But
the perspectives and priorities of peo-

A Platform for Collective Success

ple who have been most directly aﬀected by the problem (or are most likely to

The technology to build powerful knowl-

be aﬀected by the solution) can unearth

edge platforms is widely available. A col-

hidden features of the social system

lective strategy platform can begin as a

that might never have been captured in

simple subscription-based data portal or

research and policy before. Equally
important, when people participate in

dashboard that organizations can use to
keep track of everyone and everything

the production of knowledge, they are

that signiﬁcantly aﬀects their work.

far more likely to voluntarily support
the ﬁndings—in this case, the collective

The information can be presented ac-

strategy—than they would be had they
been excluded from the process. Get-

cording to the 7Q structure so everyone

ting broad buy-in is essential to opera-

working on a particular problem (Q1) can
see the key indicators (Q2) and leverage

tionalizing collective strategies.

points (Q6) their sector has identiﬁed; review the models (Q5) they’ve collectively

• It must be iterative. The seven questions

produced; run simulations (Q6) to ensure

are not intended to be answered sequentially. Ideally, the process would

their organizational strategies are consistent with the collective strategy; and look

start with a brief scoping exercise to get

up data on the most consequential play-

preliminary answers to all seven ques-

ers in a directory (Q7) that includes “bad”

tions to identify where the most eﬀort

actors as well as problem solvers.

is likely to be needed later. Important
factors (Q4) might emerge early on that
have never been studied systematically

The data and models underlying the collective strategy should be continuously

(“social media bots aﬀect norms”); they

updated as research produces new in-

can be provisionally incorporated into

sights and as people in the real world do

the model (Q5) while researchers plan

things that change their eﬀects on the
!10
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problem ecosystem. The platform man-

pected or obvious factors but some over-

agers should provide regular updates

looked dynamic that ends up being key.

summarizing these important changes,
especially factors (Q4) nearing critical

The 7Q method is designed to identify
key leverage points in a problem-solving

thresholds, players (Q7) making big

system—which in some cases might in-

moves, or signiﬁcant changes in risks to

volve maybe half a dozen factors in a

progress on the issue in question (Q3).

hundred-variable model. But what makes

As more subscribers join, the platform
should be upgraded so they can use it to

7Q stand apart from other strategic
frameworks is that it also identiﬁes the

manage their internal monitoring and

groups that have the greatest inﬂuence

evaluation programs; data from many

over those leverage points.

subscribers potentially makes real-time

In those cases, you don’t need a giant

forecasting possible. Incorporating artiﬁcial intelligence as well could dramatical-

“whole-of-society” collaboration to make
progress; you just need to know who the

ly speed model development and expo-

strategic actors are, then work to either

nentially increase the platform’s power.

scale up or neutralize their inﬂuence, depending on what the collective strategy

Upgrading Our Collective Capability

suggests is needed.

It has been emphasized here and else-

That means charitable foundations, im-

where that uncoordinated eﬀorts to solve

pact investors, philanthropists, govern-

complex problems can make things

ment agencies, and communities who

worse. Yet multistakeholder partnerships

want to be more strategic in their social

often ﬁnd genuine collaboration diﬃcult
to pull oﬀ. Policymakers often struggle to

investments can initiate a 7Q process to
ﬁgure out who those strategic actors are.

achieve “whole of government” action.

It can help you identify who to partner

The international aid system talks more

with (the entities that have the best

about “donor harmonization” than they

chance of making positive change in the

implement it. Collective action is hard.
I believe—and I treat this as a hypothesis

highest-leverage factors); whose inﬂuence needs to be contested (those actors

to be tested—that large-scale collabora-

producing the most damaging

tions like these, with all signiﬁcant ac-

dynamics); whose work you can safely

tions well harmonized toward shared

ignore (everyone who has no real eﬀect

goals, might not always be necessary for
collective success. Many dynamic models

on strategic outcomes); and what eﬀorts
and innovations might need to be incu-

of complex problems demonstrate that a

bated (those strategic factors where no

few factors and a few actors have over-

consequential and constructive eﬀorts

sized inﬂuence on system-level out-

are currently being made to change

comes. Sometimes, it’s not the most ex-

them).
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